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The main result of this note is the following:
Theorem A. If f: X -* Y is an epimorphism of %"S W , the homotopy category of pointed path-connected CW-spaces, and nx(f): nx(X) -> nx(Y) is a monomorphism, then f: X -» Y is an epimorphism of %"fê "W* .
As a straightforward consequence the following results of Dyer-Roitberg (Topology Appl. (to appear)) is derived:
Theorem B. A map f:X->Y is an equivalence in %"FW", the homotopy category of pointed path-connected CW-spaces, iff it is both an epimorphsm and a monomorphism in %"£W*.
Recall that / is a monomorphism (epimorphism) in %"fêW* if given a, ß: Z -» X (a,ß:Y^Z),f°a»foß implies a « ß (a o / « ß o / implies a « /?). and h , i.e., f is an epimorphism of iïffêW*.
Suppose / is an epimorphism of %? fê W*. Consider the two inclusion
and notice that j-X°f ~ jx°f. Hence, ;"_i «j'j ; i.e., there is //': Corollary. // /: X -> Y is an epimorphism of ß?WW* and nk(f) is a monomorphism for all k > 1, then f is an equivalence of ^W W*. Proof. It suffices to show that nk (f ) is an isomorphism for all k > 1. By the above result nx(f) is an isomorphism and we may assume (by switching to universal covers) that X and Y are simply connected. Suppose nn(Y, X) = 0 for all n < m . Then, 7rm+i(y, X) « Hm+X(Y, X) and from the diagram
we conclude that ^OT+i(y, X) -> Hm+X(Y, X) is trivial. Thus, nn(Y, X) = 0 for all n > 1 and / is an equivalence. Now, the following result of Dyer and Roitberg [DR] (see [HR, Rx, R2] for special versions of it) is a direct consequence of the Corollary: Theorem B. A map f: X -> Y is an equivalence in ßif^W*, the homotopy category of pointed path-connected CW-spaces, iff it is both an epimorphism and a monomorphism in %f fê W*.
